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ABSTRACT 

In translating English sentences (text) to Yorùbá  sentences 

(text), some Yorùbá verbs change tone from the bilingual 

dictionary low -tone to mid -tone when they are translated to 

Yorùbá. They are called tone change verbs. These tone change 

verbs do pose some challenges in English to Yorùbá machine 

translation. Most of the time it changes the meaning of the 

sentence. These changes usually depend on the positions of 

the nouns and pronouns in the sentence . The verbs in this 

category were collected from different Yorùbá sentences that 

contain tone change verbs. Some re-write rules were designed 

for the two languages . The re -write rules were tested using 

JFLAP. Apart from re-write rules, there are other grammatical 

rules considered and the rules affected the Yorùbá translations. 

The software was designed using unified modelling language 

(UML). The Rule-based approach was used for the 

translation. Python programming language was used for the 

software development. The python has natural language tool 

kits that are used for the sentence parsing. The system accept 

English sentence then discover the pattern for the sentence. 

The system was implemented and tested for twenty tone 

change verbs within the home domain. The two languages are 

subject verb object (SVO) sentence structure with some 

differences. The results show that the MT system can translate 

these tone change verbs. The system is efficient in its 

response time. IFEMT2 system was developed to handle the 

translation of tone changing verbs. IFEMT2 was used to 

compare with the Google translator. IFEMT2 system performs 

better than the Google translator. The Google translator could 

not adequately translate these tone change verbs.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Yorùbá is one of the major languages spoken in Africa. Other 

languages in this category include: Fulfude, Hausa, Lingala, 

Swahili and Zulu. Yorùbá has a speaker population of about 

25 million (South West Nigeria only) according to 2006 

population census conducted by the National Population 

Commission of Nigeria [1]. Yorùbá language has many 

dialects but all speakers can communicate effectively using 

the standard Yorùbá (SY) which is the language of education, 

mass media, and everyday communication [2]. 

Yorùbá is a tonal language with three phonological contrastive 

tones: High (H), Mid (M) and Low (L). Phonetically, 

however, there are two additional allotones or tone variances 

namely, rising (R) and falling (F) [3] and [4]. The Yorùbá 

alphabet has twenty-five letters comprising eighteen 

consonants and seven vowels. There are five nasalised vowels 

in the language and two pure syllabic nasal vowels [3] and 

[5]. Yorùbá has a well-established orthography which has 

been in use for over ten decades (around 1843). Yorùbá is 

relatively well studied when compared with other African 

languages and there are literatures on the grammar of the 

language. 

The present work is one of the works that have examined the 

machine translation systems in the context of text to text 

translation technology. In translating from English to Yorùbá, 

some verbs differ in tonal pattern when translated to Yorùbá 

compare to other monosyllabic verbs when used with object 

nouns in Yorùbá sentence. These types of verbs are called 

Tone change monosyllabic verbs which are the main focus of 

the research work reported in this paper. Example of such 

tone change verbs in a sentence is „Hit‟ which implies „nà’ in 

Yorùbá.   

The context free grammar (CFG) is the most common way of 

modelling constituency.  

CFG = Context-Free-Grammar => Phrase Structure Grammar => 

BNF = Backus-Naur Form. 

The idea of basing a grammar on constituent structure dates 

back to Wilhelm Wundt (1890), but not formalized until 1956 

by Chomsky, and independently formalized by Backus. 

Grammar (G) is a mechanism to describe the language ; it is 

used to describe how language may be formed . The automats 

structure of the English and Yorùbá sentences with respect to 

the context free grammar can be described as a four tuple 

grammar given as: 

G = {T, N, S, P},  Where: 

 T is set of terminals (lexicon) 

 N is set of non- terminals for natural language 

processing (NLP), we usually distinguish out a set P 

subset of N of pre terminals which always rewrite as 

terminals. 

 S is start symbol (one of the non-terminals) 

 P is rules or productions of the form X => ß, where 

X is a non-terminal and ß is a sequence of terminals 

and non-terminals. 

2. MT APPROACHES 
Statistical machine translation is a machine translation 

paradigm where translations are generated on the basis of 

statistical models whose parameters are derived from the 

analysis of bilingual text corpora [6], Statistical machine 

translation (SMT) is characterised by the use of machine 

learning methods, for example, Hidden Markov Model for 

POS tagging. In less than two decades, SMT has come to 
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dominate academic MT research and has gained a share of the 

commercial MT market [7].  

Rule-based Machine Translation (RBMT) also known as 

`Knowledge-based Machine Translation', `Classical 

Approach' of MT is a general term that denotes machine 

translation systems based on linguistic information about 

source and target languages. Basically the linguistic 

information can be retrieved from (bilingual) dictionaries and 

grammars covering the main semantic, morphological and 

syntactic regularities of each language [8] and [9] 

Having input sentences (in source language), a RBMT system 

generates the output sentences (in target language) on the 

basis of morphological, syntactic and semantic analyses of 

both the source and the target languages. This involves a 

concrete translation task [8] and [9]. We used rule-based 

approach for the research work that is being reported here.  

Hybrid machine translation (HMT) leverages the strengths of 

statistical and rule-based translation methodologies [10]. 

Several MT companies (Asia Online, LinguaSys, Systran, 

PangeaMT and UPV) are claiming to have a hybrid approach 

using both rules and statistics. The approaches differ in a 

number of ways: 

1. Rules post-processed by statistics: Translations are      

performed using a rule-based engine. Statistics are 

then used in an attempt to adjust/correct the output 

from the rules engine. 

2. Statistics guided by rules: Rules are used to pre-

process data in an attempt to better guide the statistical 

engine. Rules are also used to post-process the 

statistical output to perform functions such as 

normalisation. This approach has a lot of power, 

flexibility and control when translating. 

Hybrid machine translation is a combination of both statistical 

and rule-based translation methodologies [11]. 

Split-verbs concept in Yorùbá language was investigated by 

[12].  These verbs are view in number but they affect the final 

translation. 

The research done by [13] provided foundation for the 

English to Yorùbá machine translat ion system. The study was 

able to highlights some of the challenging issues. 

3. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK DESIGN 
In this section, the linguistics rules for the tone changing 

Yorùbá verbs and re-write rules for the system. 

3.1 The Linguistics Rules for the Tone 

Changing Yorùbá Verbs 
In this subsection, the linguistics rules were used to design the 

system. 

Rule 1: When verbs require noun as object , tone change 

affects low tonal verbs . This tone must change to mid tone in 

Yorùbá language Bamgbose (1990). For example:  

1.   English sentence: He knows the house. 

1(a).     Yorùbá sentence: Ó mọ̀ ilé náà.  [L] Wrong 

1(b)      Yorùbá sentence: Ó mọ ilé náà. [M] Correct 

2.      English sentence: He bought meat. 

2(a)      Yorùbá sentence: Ó rà ẹran. [L] Wrong 

2(b)      Yorùbá sentence: Ó ra ẹran. [M] Correct 

Rule 2: Low tonal verbs maintain their form when pronouns 

come as their objects. For example: 

3. English sentence: Ade hit it. 

3(a) Yorùbá sentence: Adé nà á. 

4. English sentence: He hit it. 

4(b)   Yorùbá sentence: Ó nà á.  

The “nà” does not change tone. 

Rule 3(a): tone change does not affect mid tone of transitive 

verbs in Yorùbá language. For example: 

English sentence: He resembles his Elder. 

Yorùbá sentence: Ó jọ ẹ̀gbọ́n rẹ̀. 

Rule 3(b): tone change does not affect high tone of 

intransitive verbs in Yorùbá language. For example:  

English sentence: She plucked the leaves.  

Yorùbá sentence: Ó já ewé náà. 

3.2 English and Yorùbá Re-write Rules 
These re-write rules were designed by considering all the 

possible ways of translate those sentences that contain the 

tone changing verbs. Fig. 1 shows the re-write rules. Figs. 2 

and 3 show the realisation of the re-write rules using state 

diagrams for the two languages. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show the 

JFLAP test results for some of the sentences used. The re-

write rules were used for the tests. The three sentences have 

different rules. The three sentences used for the rules tests are 

shown in Table I.  

Table 1. Sentences used for the rules’ test in JFLAP 

English  Yorùbá 

He hit the dog Ó na ajá náà 

He hit it      Ó nà á 

John hit the dog John na ajá náà 

 

 

Fig 1: Re-write rules of the two languages 
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Fig 2: State diagram of the English Re-write rules 

 

Fig 3: State diagram of the Yorùbá Re-write rules 

 

Fig 4: JFLAP sentence sample test I 

 

 

Fig 5: JFLAP sentence sample test II 

 

Fig 6: JFLAP sentence sample test III 

4. DATABASE DESIGN 
The database was designed by categorizing all the parts of 

speech into their different grammatical functions. This 

approach made it easy to access the database and update the 

content. Figs. 7 – 10 describe different parts of speech that 

were represented.   

 

Fig 7a: Sample of Tone changing verbs 
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Fig 7b: Sample of Tone changing verbs 

 

Fig 7c: Sample of Tone changing verbs 

 

Fig 8: Lists of Adjectives 

 

Fig 9: Lists of Nouns 

 

Fig 10: Sample of tagged sentences 

5. SOFTWARE DESIGN 
Fig. 11 is the sequence diagram used for the design of the 

software. Essentially there are four modules. The system 

graphical user interface (GUI), translator, database, and 

parser. The GUI is meant to display what the user enter as 

inputs in the first plane, the second plane is the word for word 

translation and the third plane is the Yorùbá translation.    The 

translator is the module that coordinates all the modules. The 

database module store the data used for the translation. The 

parser test all the rules used as it affects each sentence. Fig. 12 

explains the steps that can be taken while using the system in 

line with what operations of fig. 12 specified.    
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Fig 11: Sequence diagram 

 

Fig 12: Use case diagram 

6. SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Fig. 13 shows the GUI of the software. The user can type the 

sentence in the first plane and press the translate button. The 

word for word and Yoruba translated sentences being 

displayed in Fig. 14.   

 

 

 

Fig 13: Sample I (input/output) 

 

Fig 14: Sample II (input/output) 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table II and III show the results of the comparison between 

the Google translator and IFEMT2. It is obvious that IFEMT2 

do better in the translation of those sentences. The Yorùbá 

Language professional can judge the two translators. The 

words lu and na are the same in this context. Fig. 15 Shows 

Google translated sentences samples.  

 

Fig 15: Google translated sentences 
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Table 2. Sentences used for the translation (Google 

Translator) 

English Sentences Google 

Translations 

Ade hit the dog.  Ade lu awọn aja.  

Ade hit dog. Ade lu aja. 

He hit it. O si lu o. 

Ola bought the yam.  Ola rà ni iṣu. 

Ola bought yam. Ola rà iṣu. 

Lola knew the house. Lọla mọ  ile. 

 

Table 3. Sentences used for the translation (IFEMT2) 

Ade hit the dog.  Adé na ajá náà 

Ade hit dog. Adé na ajá 

He hit it. Ó nà á 

Ola bought the yam. Ọlá ra iṣu náà 

Ola bought yam. Ọlá ra iṣu 

Lola knew the house. Lọlá mọ ilé náà 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
There are many concepts in Yorùbá Language that general 

grammar rules cannot work for. Theory and the system 

developed can conveniently address the problem. This work 

will be integrated with English to Yorùbá Machine Translation 

System which is on-going project. The issue of serial verbs 

will be addressed within the context of machine translation.   
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